HOME AT LAST
A JOURNEY TOWARDS HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS

on Thursday, June 28, 2018
at 7:00 PM

Sarada will talk about what inspired her to write her book Home At Last; sharing her unique journey of seeking self-realization and finding enlightenment through meditation practice, covering a familiar topic with a modern perspective. She will be speaking about what it means to be “home at last,” which is the ultimate purpose of life, and how we all reach our destination eventually. Sarada will guide readers on how to balance spiritual disciplines with every day life. For more information visit: www.saradachiruvolu.com

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sarada Chiruvolu left a pharmaceutical career to pursue a spiritual calling. She set out on a unique journey that has taken her toward attaining realization of Self or Enlightenment through many years of deep meditation. She continues to devote her time to different philanthropic causes. Sarada lives in Princeton, NJ.

For additional details, please contact
Sri Raghu Sarma Sankaramanchi Tel # 516-359-8178 or Incharge, Cultural Programs, Sri. Madhu Anna Tel # 201-674-5447
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